Welcome and introduction of Tangible Interfaces course (by Hiroshi Ishii)
Lecture: Vision-Driven Research: Seamless Media Design (by Hiroshi Ishii)
Vision Videos for future reference

Apple Knowledge Navigator
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRH8eimU_20
Classic Vision of the Future 1984

World Builder
http://vimeo.com/3365942
Influential Vision of V

Seamless Media Design
http://vimeo.com/3365942
Hiroshi Ishii’s Vision of Remote Collaboration Media (TeamWorkStation & ClearBoard) in 1994

TRANSFORM
http://tangible.media.mit.edu/project/transform/
TMG’s Radical Atoms Vision 2014

Read before next class (Sep 22nd):

- “The Computer for the 21st Century” by Mark Weiser
- “Tangible bits: towards seamless interfaces between people, bits and atoms” CHI ’97 by Hiroshi Ishii and Brygg Ullmer
- “Tangible bits: beyond pixels” TEI ’08 by Hiroshi Ishii

SEE DROPBOX LINK FOR PAPERS:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fu08pw99f1zm5lh/AABCIESAIJjSB1rKjFU0kJma?dl=0

Assignment:

- If you want to enroll in this class, fill this form by Friday 18th September at noon
- Accepted students will be finalized on Friday afternoon
- We will form groups for you by next class